New plan offered for OC food co-op

by Fred Herbst
Staff Reporter

An off-campus co-op membership will cost between $15 and $20, according to a new plan released yesterday by Tom Fitzgerald, SMC student body president.

Students who paid two dollars last spring toward this year’s co-op can either have their money refunded or can have it deducted from the new membership fee. All records of students who had paid their two dollars were lost over the summer due to a foul-up by Student Government. The new membership fee is a substantial increase over the five-dollar fee in the original proposal. Memberships can be sold upon withdrawal from the co-op at their initial cost.

The membership fee must be paid by every member of a household who lives in the home. Fitzgerald commented on the increased membership fee saying, “I think this is reasonable. It’s not for a house of six to use one membership while an individual has to pay the same rate.”

After obtaining a membership members will have to pay a weekly service charge. “This direct-charge system will depend entirely on the number of members we get,” Fitzgerald said.

The service charge will be based on a household rather than the number of individuals living in the home. The service charge will affect you less the more you use the co-op.” Fitzgerald said. The group is trying to make the co-op worthwhile. We need members from the staff and faculty.”

Fitzgerald said that the membership fee will apply to each individual 16 years old and older living at home.

Mr. Rocker arbitrarily decided to hold “hopefully” within a week according to Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald indicated that a poor turnout will mean the end of the co-op.

The foul-up occurred when Steve Shanel was forced to leave campus unexpectedly this summer. Student Body President Ed Byrne appointed Shanel to remain on campus over the summer to finalize plans for this year’s co-op.

Shanel was ordered into the Air Force and was unable to continue his work. Upon learning this, Fitzgerald drove to campus from his Joliet home to pick up all records and information.

Fitzgerald was unable to find Shanel or the co-ops records. When contacted, Shanel said he had left the records on a sofa in the Student Government Offices. Despite a search of the offices, the records had not been found.

According to Byine, any student claiming that he paid the two dollars will have to make written proof of his claim. Fitzgerald said, “We need records of our membership.” Byine said, “I’m not really concerned, I don’t believe too many people will try and take us for two dollars.”

Fitzgerald said the loss has made our task more difficult, but hopefully we can make amends,” Byine added.

To improve relations

ND-SMC plan council

by Marjorie Ir
Staff Reporter

Notre Dame and St. Mary’s students discussed the formation of a council to improve relations between the two schools last night at the Nazz Coffeehouse. The group, directed by Fr. Acquaint the community with jazz music.

ND Slam candidate forum cancelled

by Kevin Maher
Staff Reporter

The Grace Hall forum for the five SLC candidates was cancelled last night because no students attended.

The forum, sponsored by Grace Hall, was designed to give the candidates a chance to express their views before an audience of student body vice-president.

The candidates are Mike Richter and John Salveson from the South quad and Jim Sparling and Ed Van Tassel from the North quad. Five minutes after the scheduled starting time of 9:00 p.m., Grace Hall president Denis Sullivan decided the meeting should be cancelled.

“We tried to publicize it,” Sullivan said. “But the word didn’t get around.” Sullivan stated, “The students don’t know enough about the SLC,” and he felt this possibly accounted for the lack of interest in the forum.

The Grace president believed the scheduling of several department examinations last evening and tonight might have prevented many students from attending the forum.

Mike Richter, a South quad candidate, cited “poor planning, had published in last night’s location for South quad students” as reasons for the lack of attendance. “No student is going to break up his studies to come to Grace Hall at 9:00 p.m.,” he added.

ND awaiting hiring approval; $1 million aid not lost

by Maureen Flynn
Senior Staff Reporter

Notre Dame is awaiting government approval of its Affirmative Action Program for the hiring of women and minorities. But the University is no longer threatening to lose a federal research contract in excess of $1 million.

Approval of an Affirmative Action Program is required of all institutions receiving $1 million or more in federal research contracts according to Revised Executive Order No. 4 and Labor Department regulations.

In letters dated June 11, 1975, 16 institutions including Notre Dame, Princeton, Yale and Harvard—were notified that there was not enough time to evaluate their Affirmative Action programs before federal contracts were awarded June 30.

The 16 institutions were given the option of standing by their previously-submitted plans and risking rejection (thereby losing their federal contracts) or urging their contracts by signing a model proposal.

Notre Dame refused to sign the model proposal according to a letter from University President Fr. Hesburgh because “it extends from the University admissions and undertakings that are thoroughly unreasonable.”

In an article written for the Notre Dame Magazine, Public Information Services Director Richard Conklin pointed, “University officials said affirmative action plans had been in force at Notre Dame since 1970 and that no complaint against the University alleging discrimination had ever been upheld by a government agency.”

Notre Dame’s latest report had been submitted to HEW in April, officials said.

The time problem arose when several agencies, including the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), failed to submit lists of their contractors to the Office for Civil Rights (O.C.R.) in time for contracting institutions to submit (continued on page 4)
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Meany supports program to lower unemployment

WASHINGTON (AP) - AFL-CIO President George Meany told Congress Wednesday it can reduce unemployment to between 4 and 5 percent next year by enacting organized labor's $31 billion job-creating program.

The program includes public works projects, expanded public service employment, tax cuts, federal aid to both private industries and cities and closing of tax loopholes.

Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., said it was the first time anyone had suggested that unemployment could be so dramatically reduced by such a spending program.

The nation's unemployment rate was 8.4 percent in August. Reducing that to 4 to 5 percent means the creation of between three and four million jobs.

The Ford administration projects a decline in the unemployment rate to between 7 and 7.5 percent by the end of the year. The drop would result in the addition of about one million jobs.

Meany said labor's program would accelerate the federal budget deficit for fiscal 1976 to between $90 billion and $95 billion, but added that the size of the deficits should not be the major concern in the budget.
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ND awaiting faculty hiring approval

(continued from page 1)

Affective Action plans for approval

Expect plan to be approved

The ERDA awards over $1 million to the University's Radiation Laboratory each year. HEW officials subsequently announced that contracts awarded under the ERDA would not take effect until Sept. 30 and extended the University's deadline three months.

According to Dr. Francis Kobayashi, assistant vice president for research and sponsored programs, "We expect that the plan will be fully approved and that the contract will come through shortly after." The Affective Action Program analyzed the current ethic and sexual composition of the staff at Notre Dame and set up goals and timetables for the recruitment, hiring and promotion of women and minorities.

Notre Dame's Affective Action Program, formulated in 1978 and revised in 1979, provides for the gradual expansion of female and minority faculty over the next four academic years. According to the report, the female faculty will be expanded from the current 44 members to at least 96 women in 1978-79, an increase of 53 per cent. Minority faculty will likewise be expanded from the current 48 members to at least 96 minority members in 1978-79, an increase of 64 per cent.

Skilled Inventory provided

"These numbers and statistics are further broken down by intervening years and by the numbers of women and minorities in each department. In addition, the program provides for "A Skilled Inventory of currently employed minority persons and women. This inventory will be designed to locate the special academic and experience skills not being fully utilized from among this group."

"Using this inventory," the program claims, "upward ac-
celeration into better jobs can more easily be accomplished for them."

More points covered

Other important points covered in the Affective Action Program are as follows:

- The University Budget Committee will review and assure the achievement of salary equity between male and female employees having the same qualifications, responsibilities and duties with the same job classification.

- "All departments will be ex-
tended to expend special energies to locate qualified women and minority applicants to fill their vacancies."

Senior Club suffers from theft, repeated vandalism

by Ken Bradford

A new stereo speaker has been stolen from the Senior Club, director of the Club Mr John Johnson reported yesterday.

"The speaker was removed from the terraces before the event on Thursday, Dec. 6, during regular bar hours," Johnson said. He estimated the loss at $75.

Student personnel purchased a new stereo system earlier in the day of the theft and installed it in the club, Johnson said. The stereo was not operating at the time of the theft.

Johnson said there was no dancing that evening and club personnel assumed that no one was in the music room. He added that the windows were open because it was a hot evening.

Johnson said he believed a member of the club clipped the cord to the speaker and passed it out the window to an accomplice.

The Senior Club has also been hit by property damage this year. Johnson said shrubbery has been pulled out of holes in the club and haloes have been punched in walls. "It's really disappointing," Johnson said. "We've put a lot of time into the club. This damage is not accidental."

The painting in a bathroom was damaged two weeks ago after a fight in the club, Johnson said. The senior who damaged the walls was a participant in the fight and was locked in the bathroom by friends who wanted him to regain his temper.

Johnson was emphatic in stating that only a handful of students are involved in "ripping off the Senior Club."
Hunger Coalition to sponsor fasting program

The Notre Dame World Hunger Coalition sponsored a Mass and fasting program. Fr. Frank Quinlivan, executive director of the South Bend Justice and Peace Commission, celebrated the Mass at 6 p.m. in Sacred Heart Church. Approximately 50 to 60 persons attended the Mass.

In his sermon, Quinlivan said, "It is a sin of society that the rich ignore the suffering poor out of ignorance of their need." Quinlivan called for "a growth of awareness" of the problem and"the suffering by feeling what they're going through." He added, "Let us pray for our 'daily bread'," and "we must face the suffering of the hungry." The Observer staff reporter, Mary Mungovan, detailed the plan council's voting process and the public's response.

The Observer staff reporter, Mary Mungovan, detailed the plan council's voting process and the public's response.

ND, SMC plan council

(continuing from page 1)

The Coalition will also sponsor a weekly program of fasting. The Coalition will be distributing pledge forms Thursday in the dining halls for students wishing to fast once a week all semester.

Each student who signs a pledge agrees to fast from dinner on Wednesdays from October 1 to December 9. The Notre Dame food service then crosschecks that student's name against the list for those meals. The Hunger Coalition receives 75 cents per person per night that a student fasts. A rate of 25 cents increases to 50 cents per person per meal.

A similar fasting program run last spring by six Wednesdays, at 50 cents per person earned $1,100 dollars. The fourths of the money received will go to overseas relief through organizations such as CARE, UNICEF, CORR, and Catholic Relief Service, while one-fourth of the funds will be given to the poor of South Bend through Justice and Peace Commission. According to Tom Reid, assistant director of Volunteer Services and advisor to the Hunger Coalition, "There are many avenues of response to the problem of world hunger." This week's activities, said Reid, "are a chance for us to show our support and our solidarity with the suffering by feeling what they're feeling, if only for a few moments. It's a time for each of us to question our individual response." The World Hunger Coalition was created in November of last year under the direction of Fr. Theodore Heenhan, ChrisBringar, the current president, estimates there are now between 40 and 60 members who meet once a month. In addition to the dining hall fasts, the Coalition will be sponsoring a weekly program of fasting Thursday.

The World Hunger Coalition mass yesterday. The Coalition will be sponsoring a weekly program of fasting this semester.

The Observer staff reporter, Mary Mungovan, detailed the plan council's voting process and the public's response.
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Religion conference to probe social change

Coalition building as an effective strategy for social change will be examined at the annual conference of the Catholic Committee on Urban Ministry (CCUM), to be held at Notre Dame's Athletic and Convocation Center Oct. 26-30.

Mgr. John J. Egan, CCUM chairman and director of Notre Dame's Center for Pastoral and Social Ministry, said he expects the meeting to attract about 700 of the most significant Catholic and Protestant leaders in the United States and Canada representing every facet of social ministry in the Church today.

Mgr. Egan said the conference theme—"gathers added meaning to the profound happenings related to the international "Women's year," and also takes serious note of the approaching Bicentennial of the nation.

The new building has been planned for several years. "Presumably we were going to get the building from year to year, but the money never materialized," said Hogan.

The current fund-raising campaign, begun last January, is very close to its goal of three million dollars. The College of Engineering expects an announcement concerning the fund within a month.

It will take much more than three million dollars to complete the renovations and additions, Hogan estimated.

by Pat Miles
Staff Reporter

The Cushing Hall renovation will begin next summer.

The building was constructed in 1932, while the last addition, the mechanical engineering lab, was built in 1941.

Lawrence of Engineering, Joseph Hogan, said every facility of his college needs renovation. "Only architecture is adequately housed at the present time," he said, "and even it has become crowded with increased enrollment. We've got no space for many, many years."

According to Hogan, the college is hampered by a small library, cramped laboratories, and classrooms. But even with proper ventilation, acoustics, lighting and audio-visual facilities, the college has made many, many improvements.

Hogan stated that the only plans made thus far are for the expenditure of one million dollars for renovations and two million dollars for additional space.

If $3 million is allocated for the Cushing Hall renovation, Barbara Williams, executive director of the Congressional Black Caucus, Washington, D.C., will deliver the keynote address.

Thirteen sessions, which for the first time will be open to the public, will include addresses by:

- John Cardinal Dearden, Archbishop of Detroit and chairman of the CCUM, on coalition building in the Church's Bicentennial program.
- Mgr. Egan said this will be the first of three major Bicentennial addresses.

The new Cardinal Deardon is scheduled to give this year.

Chief Philip J. Sanders said the agency broke up a state-wide fake license ring Tuesday with the arrest of two Indiana University students. The licenses were sold mainly to under-age IU students and other minors as identification for buying beer and liquor, he said.

However, Sanders said all of the phony cards have not been confiscated. But merchants in the Bloomington area have been alerted to watch for them.

The conference will include addresses by:
- The five-day agenda for the conference will include seminars and workshops on such topics as current social issues, criminal justice, education for peace and Urban dimention, income security and women.
- New groups formed according to primary ministry—education, social service, community organization and political action—and workplace situations—parish, neighborhood, community, diocese or state—will examine approaches to social change and work with an experienced coalition building to devise potential strategies within the workplace.

The CCUM conference will be followed immediately by the same annual meeting Oct. 30 of the National Convener of Justice and Peace Centers.

License forgers arrested

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — An estimated 300 to 2,000 fake drivers' licenses may still be circulating in the Bloomington area, but the chief of the State Excise Police warned cardi-holders Wednesday not to use them.

Chief Philip J. Sanders said the agency broke up a state-wide fake license ring Tuesday with the arrest of two Indiana University students. The licenses were sold mainly to under-age IU students and other minors as identification for buying beer and liquor, he said.

However, Sanders said all of the phony cards have not been confiscated. But merchants in the Bloomington area have been alerted to watch for them.

SAND FRANCISCO (AP) — Twenty-four hours before Sara Moore fired a gun at Presiden Ford, she acted as an informer by telling authorities the man who sold her the gun used in the assassination attempt on President Nixon in 1975.

Law enforcement sources here said Mrs. Moore was both hideous and helpful, willing to play the role of informer to get the President and feeding them information about specific weapons and violations of federal firearms laws.

A federal source said the one-time member of the Women's Army Corps and police informante Mark Frewood, a Danville, Calif., weapons collector who admitted he sold the revolver used in the assassination try and another gun two weeks earlier.

The San Francisco Police Department referred Mrs. Moore to the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms— ATF, where she repeated the information about Frewood, according to the source.

The source declined to elabo-rate on her information but said authorities were interested enough to start an investigation.

An ATF spokesman in Wash-ington declined to comment on the report, saying contact with Mrs. Moore was part of an on-going investigation. The ATF en-forces federal gun-control laws.

The FBI, now investigating Mrs. Moore's pur-chase of the weapons in connec-tion with the assassination attempt, said Frewood said he sold Mrs. Moore the guns—a .44-caliber revolver in 1967 and a .38-caliber revolver Monday—because she was a "friend of a friend" whom he declined to identify.

SANDY DRURY, Hammond, and Karen M. Cox, 29, Bloomington, have been charged with forgery in manufacturing a false document. A warrant is being sought for a third person who printed some of the documents, Sanders said.

Drury, a student at IU North-west, reportedly admitted he made 6000 from sale of the li-ces. Prices ranged from $4- $10 for a forgery. Sanders said.
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tickets on sale friday
SONY STR-7015 Super Stereo System—Less Than $300!

Separately $419.80

$299

save $120.80

Sensational Sony STR-7015 Stereo FM/AM Receiver with outstanding features, performance and versatility! Switched output for both main and remote pairs of speaker systems. Precision tuning meter. Tape monitor. Front-panel headphone and mike jacks. Complete BSR 2260 Change Packages including base, dust cover and cartridge! Two wide-range PROJECT one AS-6 Two-Way Speaker Systems!

SANSUI 221 Budget System Value

Separately $351.65

$199

save $152.65

Ultra-reliable Sansui 221 Stereo FM/AM Receiver compares to much more expensive units! Sophisticated tuner section delivers flawless even under difficult conditions. Amplifier section puts out ample clean power. Tone monitor. Tuning meter. BSR 2260A-X Changer with base, dust cover and cartridge. Two deluxe JF-6A 6" Two-Way Speaker Systems.

SANSUI 771 FM/AM Receiver. One of the most advanced and reliable receivers you’ll find anywhere! 2 tape machines. 3 pairs of speaker outputs. Mute input.

PIONEER CT-2121 Cassette Deck. Convenient front-loading design. Switchable bias and EQ! Super! (Less cabinet.)

Dolby Cassette Reg. $199.95

$179

save $20.95

SONY PS-5520 Auto/Manual Turntable Package

Reg. $210.00

$188

save $22

SHURE M 44 E Stereo Cartridge. Great for most turntables and changers! Tracks 14 to 4 gm.

$10

save $4.95

SHARP SC-114 Complete 3-Piece Compact

Reg. $179.95

$130

save $49.95

Center unit incorporates a sensitive AM/FM/MPX section; full-size BSR Changer with dust cover and cartridge; and a built-in stereo 8-track tape player. Plus a pair of large matched air suspension speaker systems! An unbeatable value!

FRIDAY NIGHT

playback

the electronic playground

< 1975 Playback, Inc.
56 HOURS OF CONTINUOUS SELLING!

HOURLY SPECIALS

THU 9-10 PM  
KINGSWAY CR-15A AM/FM Digital Clock Table Model Radio. Reg. $39.95  
$25  

THU 10-11 PM  
$39.98  

THU 11PM-12AM  
$19.98  

FRI 9-10 PM  
Precision BSR 695 Changer Package With Base, Dust Cover And Cartridge. Reg. $159.95  
$88  

FRI 10-11 PM  
AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-707 Advanced Design Stereo Headphones. Half Price! Reg. $79.95  
$39.97  

FRI 11PM-12AM  
BLANK TAPE SPECIALS  
C-120 Cassette 3-Pack  
80-Minute 8-Track Cartridge 4-Pack  
$7.99  

PARTY!

FRI 12-1 AM  
Record Preened Cleaner Which Lifts Dust  
And Cuts Static  
Reg. $2.95  
$99c  

FRI 1-2 AM  
EPI Microtowel I Omnidirectional Speaker System. Reg. $69.95  
$29.88  

FRI 2-3 AM  
SENNHEISER HD-414 Ultra-Lightweight Open-Aire Stereo Headphones. Reg. $49.95  
$99  

FRI 3-4 AM  
SANSUI QRX-3000 2/4-Channel FM/AM Full-Feature Receiver. HALF PRICE! Reg. $429.95  
$214.95  

FRI 4-5 AM  
SONY TA-3200F “Performance-Plus” Power Amplifier. Reg. $499.95  
$329  

FRI 5-6 AM  
EMPIRE 990TE/X High Compliance Stereo Magnetic Cartridge. Reg. $69.95  
$19.88  

FRI 6-7 AM  
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR-XB Deluxe Manual Turntable With Damped Coving. Reg. $139.00  
$99  

FRI 7-8 AM  
MEDALLION 65-496 AM/FM Stereo Cassette Player In-Dash. Reg. $109.95  
$79  

FRI 8-9 AM  
QUALITRON 1419 22-Function 10-Digit Scientific Calculator With Memory. Reg. $99.95  
$69  

FRI 9-10 AM  
SKANDA 666 Compact Stereo Cassette Player Under-Dash. Reg. $49.95  
$39  

SAT 12-1 AM  
BIGSTON KP-200 AC/DC Portable HALF Cassette Recorder. Reg. $59.95  
$29.95  

SAT 1-2 AM  
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS Ti-1250 9-Function 8-Digit Calculator With Full Memory. Reg. $249.95  
$19.88  

SAT 2-3 AM  
SHARP SR-113 AM/FM Stereo 3-Piece Compact With Built-In 8-Track. Reg. $129.95  
$89  

SAT 3-4 AM  
SKANDA 555 Compact Stereo 8-Track player Under-Dash. Reg. $69.95  
$29  

SAT 4-5 AM  
DUAL 1225 Precision Automatic Turntable. Reg. $139.95  
$88  

SAT 5-6 AM  
KOSS Pro 4AA Best Buy Wide Range Stereo Headphones. Reg. $65.00  
$33  

SAT 6-7 AM  
CRAIG 3515 Stereo Cassette Player Under-Dash. Reg. $89.95  
$39  

SAT 7-8 AM  
QUALITRON 1421 26-Function 8-Digit Programmable Scientific Calculator. Reg. $299.95  
$19.88  

SAT 8-9 AM  
SKANDA Deluxe FM Converter. Reg. $299.95  
$19.88  

SAT 9-10 AM  
BEARCAT IV Public Service Band Automatic Scanning Monitor. Reg. $179.95  
$139  

SALE ENDS SUNDAY, SEPT 28th  
817 W. Mckinley, MIshawaka (College Square)  
PHONE 256-1514  

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE - QUANTITIES LIMITED
Ford has properly committed himself to an open President. It would be tragic indeed if he decided to spend it addressing crowds from behind bullet-proof shields and lines of Secret Service men.

There is probably little we can do about removing all the nuts from our society but there certainly is something we can do about removing most of their guns. After each assassination and attempted assassination the public demands stiffer gun-control laws. But after each such demand the gun lobbyists have resumed their quiet work of pressuring Congress into killing or fatally wounding any sensible gun-control bill proposal. "The interests are always awake," the great Prime Minister William Gladstone said one said a century ago, "while the country often slumbers and sleeps."

The arguments of the anti-control lobby have waned through repeated and unconvincing use. The citizen who buys a gun, especially a hand gun, for protection is much more likely to kill a member of his own family than a mugging. It seems more than a bit anachronistic in the 1970's to leave the enforcement of the law to the outcome of thousands of gunfights between amateur gun-owners and professional criminals. The cry of the hunter and sportsman would be more convincing if the hunter killed fewer of his fellows by misdirected gunfire and if there was more "sport" in blowing out the brains of a defenseless deer. Of course, truly sporting the hunter should be willing to arrange things so that the beast has as fair a chance of killing the hunter as the hunter has of killing the beast.

Not all guns can be removed from public hands but enough can be eliminated to cut down the carnage. The only members of a supposedly civilized society who have any business carrying guns are the law enforcement officers who are specially charged with maintaining order and the professional criminals on the fringes.

This country's slumber is increasingly costly. It has already cost us a President. A Senator, a great civil rights leader, and tens of thousands of ordinary citizens. It has nearly cost us another President, a Governor and thousands of other citizens. It may well cost us what is left of our open society.  

Ford is supposed to have chosen Emmerson Congress until elevated to the presidency by chance, where the office ennobled him. But the new trend goes beyond this. As with the new campaign for the imperial presidency, John Kennedy established the present emphasis.

It is mandatory for a modern president to choose a patron saint from his party's pantheon. A newly installed office puts him under the astrological "sign" of an earlier holder of his office. The effect is of a royal succession and--after a while--of a new tradition.

Political violence in American history may be roughly split into two types. There is the carefully planned, usually large-group violence directed towards an achievable end, the most notable examples being the Revolutionary and Civil Wars. The second kind of political violence is the variety carried out by small groups or individuals from the lunatic fringes of society. This violence is the last refuge of failures--of individuals who could not make it in society, of splinter groups whose ideologies have failed to convince the public.

Squeaky Fromme was a follower of mass murderer Charles Manson, a particularly vicious remnant of the Flower Generation. Sarah Moore was "the fringe" of several fringe groups, such as the S.A., the debris of the failed "revolution" of the Sixties. Abraham Lincoln was assassinated by Confederate sympathizer John Wilkes Booth when the final brutality of the Confederate cause became apparent.

Goal-directed, large-group violence may be difficult to stop. The public has become so used to the idea of its own security that it is impossible for any group to stop its strategy for being predictable and hence preventable. But the lunatic fringe variety is by nature irrational and springs from individuals or small groups lost in a society of millions. So the Secret Service and FBI are reduced to making composites of theoretically typical assassin types and keeping lists of tens of thousands of potentially dangerous characters.

One answer to the nut with a gun is to keep his likely targets, primarily the President, in what would amount to protective custody. But our society is a democracy and committed to an open political process.
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interhall football
refute for frustrate-jocks
nick di giovine

With the turning of the leaves, the football spirit comes to the Notre Dame campus, not only as the spirit of the Fighting Irish, but also in the form of the Interhall Football Program. Though it lacks some of the thrill and excitement stimulated by the spirited Fighting Irish, Interhall football is by no means less competitive or contentious.

According to Mr. D. Napolitano, Director of Intramural Sports, Interhall football has been in existence for all of the forty-eight years that he has been at Notre Dame and some years before that. The program was instituted by the late Knute Rockne for the purpose of providing an outlet for the caliber required by intercollegiate sports, with the opportunity to play organized, full-padded, tackle football throughout their college careers. Since then the program has achieved its goal by providing an estimated five hundred students with this opportunity annually.

The program is sponsored by the Department of Non-sports Athletics. It functions to provide the financial backing for the program along with providing the officials for the games and the fields on which they are played. The department also provides every player with a uniform and keeps them uniform at no expense of the student.

The league itself is divided into two separate divisions, which are basically designated according to grades. The teams competing in the North Quad Division are known as the Blue team (Cross, Grace and Flanner); the Red team (Howard St. Edward's, Serm, Pangborn, Fisher, Alumni, Dillion) and Off-Campus comprises the eight teams in the South quad. During regular season play, each team encounters the members of the other teams in its own division only once. No interdivision games are played during the regular schedule. However, at the end of the season two teams from each division meet in a play-off series for the championship. This year the regular season begins on Sunday, September 28 and will run through November second. The play-off games will be held on November fifth, eleventh and twelfth. All games will be played on either the astro turf at Carter Field or at Stephen Field.

In order to prevent injuries, certain rule changes were instituted. Because a majority of injuries acquired during a football game were done so during the kick-offs, a rule change was instituted that eliminated kick-offs. Instead, the team that would normally receive the kick-off would simply begin to play on the twenty yard line. Another security measure introduced was the idea of running time. This alteration eliminated time-outs and permitted the clock to run steadily without stopping.

The students who participate in this program are what many people term as "frustrated jocks". They are largely former high school athletes, many of whom were quite good in their respective high schools and states. They have turned to Interhall football either because they have not had the opportunity to play football on an intercollegiate level or because they have no desire to play college football. They still wish to stay in sports. Because of the rivalries that have developed over the years, the players regard the games very seriously and with an extremely competitive attitude.

Notre Dame's Interhall Football Program separates it from other colleges and universities because of the programs' successfulness and the enthusiasm with which it is received by the participants. Only the intercollegiate programs as well as some high schools and a few universities are comparable to Notre Dame's.

The Interhall Football Program is only one of the fifteen or sixteen programs that the Department of Non-sports Athletics sponsors for the benefit of the students of Notre Dame.

movies
rollerball: sport of the future or fantasy of today?

review by missy heard

The individual against society; how many times have we seen that theme in our high school English classes? "Rollerball" examines it in an original fashion, by showing through the medium of sports in the future. Rollerball is an extremely violent game. It's a combination of football, hockey, and is the brain child of (James Caan) the champion player of the Houston team and of the international competition.

At this time in the future, the world has no wars, states, or nations. It is under the control of business corporations headed by a board of directors. It is a world-wide monopoly.

The directors tell Jonathan E. that he must retire at the peak of his career. He refuses on the grounds that he is given no logical reason why he should. Rollerball is more than a game to him, it is his life. The corporation tries to force Jonathan into retirement by removing more rules with each new game, making the game even more deadly than the previous game. Soon, his teammates and others are killed and he is forced to continue to refuse retirement. In the rollerball finals, Houston plays New York and all rules are undone at this point. Jonathan realizes the reason why he is being forced into retirement. The directors are afraid of what he is becoming: a world-wide figure of individuality. And he also realizes, in this final game, he must either win or die.

Throughout the movie, the individual is dehumanized. Women are painted toys passed from man to man and men are puppets used by the directors. There is no memory of life before the corporations, and Jonathan, though he searches, can find neither data or books.

The camera swings from the "beautiful life"-cast arenas, huge buildings, gleaming helicopters-to the life of the rollerball player-blood, spinning motorcycles and death. The consuming sport is significant, the dress of the masses is muted with dull colors-black, gray, lavender, while the dress of the rollerballers is bright orange, blue and green. One particularly symbolic scene, which shows the wastefulness of the society and the individual, takes place at a society party. A group of people from the party take flame-throwing guns and burn down, one by one, an entire stand of tall pine trees, laughing hysterically all the time.

The violence is not only evident in the rollerball arena, it is on the outside, with its degradation and suffocation of the individual. It is an obvious movie. You don't have to look for hidden meanings, it is there staring you in the face, as a motorcycle runs over a man in order to get in a ball in the goal. It is a new approach to the theme. At the end, we are left shocked, yet pleased at Jonathan's victory. The individual has triumphed over the corporation.

a brief vacation: cinema greatness--de sica’s last encore

Vittorio De Sica had been, in his lifetime, one of the most internationally celebrated directors and directors in motion picture history. He died last November at the age of 72, and had left behind him a film which has just been released in the United States, A Brief Vacation, a movie that has been called "a monumental testament to his life and work." And indeed it is.

The plot of the movie concerns Clara, a woman who has suffered extensively in the grasp of social injustice. She is a wife and mother who is sincerely devoted to her family and leaves every morning to work at a factory to help sustain them. One day at work, however, she collapses from fatigue, and is sent to a sanatorium in Italy's northern mountains and, once there, experiences the brief vacation the movie concentrates on.

The only difficulty which accompanies a viewing of this film, however, is that it is not an American film and ultimately not in the style of American movie-making. Foreign films tend to work less smoothly with dialogue, and explore the field of visual dynamics to render the emotional qualities which the movie transmits. But this is not an impediment to those accustomed to foreign films, and for those unaccustomed, this movie is an excellent introduction. The film is done in English, but due to the professionalism of its authors, it is less than bothersome.

A Brief Vacation is quickly becoming a "long run" movie at many theaters across the U.S. In Chicago it showed for eleven weeks and now it has finally come to the South Bend area. It opens at the Forum Theater tomorrow night, and is restricted by its distributors to a one week engagement. For the real followers of the art of professional film-making, this is the movie of 1975.

movies

Florida Balkan

Her brief vacation includes, of course, an equally brief romance with a youthful daydreamer, the richness of movie and the solitude of quiet hours of reading. Recovery from her affliction is inevitable, however, and she returns in the end to her dismal, homely life with compassion, energy and insight.

But the film, for the most part, escapes from being cliché and melodramatic. It is refreshing, and a professionally rendered performance of sensitive quality and expressiveness. For years Balkan had been a famous and critically-acclaimed actress in Europe, but finally she has awarded all the interest and acclaim she has received from her admirers. Her performance is splendid and dimensional.

The observer

Thursday, September 25, 1975

Thomas O'Neill

Scenes from A Brief Vacation
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Central Intelligence Agency regularly opened and read the mail of prominent Americans and once intercepted a letter addressed to the late Sen. John F. Kennedy and his wife, said as part of its 30-year mail surveillance program, the chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee said today.

Conflicting court orders tem­porarily delayed plans to transfer the two Symbionese Liberation Army members to Los Angeles later Wednesday to face a variety of state felony charges.

The Harrings, arrested in San Francisco last week, were being held on a variety of charges growing out of their alleged role in a Los Angeles sporting goods store robbery.

The charges include kidnap­ping, robbery, car theft and auto­mobil­er. Federal weapons charges against the two were dropped Tuesday, paving the way for early prosecution of the state case.

The $500,000 bail in the feder­al case was replaced by the $600,000 bail on the state counts.

The Harrings’ attorney, Anne Fawcett, who is representing the couple in a San Francisco Municipal Court judge Wilbur Johnson, said the defenses would challenge the constitutionality of the mail surveillance.

"I don’t have the slightest idea what the information is for," Johnson told reporters Tuesday after hearing the arguments on the matter.

Johnson did not rule on the order immediately, saying he wanted to study it.

Contacted in San Francisco, Superior Court Judge Claude Perazzo, who issued the order, said shortly after the hearing that he had canceled the order because it was a mistake.

CIA admits opening private mail

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate Intelligence Committee today ordered the Central Intelligence Agency to open a letter to Sen. Edward Kennedy and his wife, Roberta H. Humphrey, D-Mass., the late civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. and his wife, Coretta Scott King, and a number of other mail pieces directly to them.

The committee said the mail of prominent Americans would be opened regularly and scrutinized by the CIA.

Famed pianists to perform

Saturday Oct 4 7:30 PM
NOTRE DAME A.C.G.C.
(Reserved Seats $19.50, $12.50, $7.50 Available at Notre Dame RCIC, Notre Dame Student Union, St. Joseph’s Bank & Branches, First Bank main office only)

THURSDAY NIGHT IS
"STUDENT NIGHT"
DANCE THIS WEEKEND
PATCHWORK
MICHIGAN’S TOP ROCK NIGHT CLUB!
BILL NAGY’S
122 WEST FIRST STREET - MISHAWAKA
Whatever the age
Whatever the length
Whatever the style
Full Service Salon
Edison St. & Rd. 23
30’ min Southeast of campus
(across from Kentucky Fried Chicken and the Lumberjack)
For Appl. 722-7222

FOOTBALL MOMS! ORDER EARLY AND WE’LL HAVE THEM WAITING FOR YOU
GIVE US A CALL AT 272-6363

409 DIEXEWAY NORTH
THE STUDENT UNION NOTRE DAME PRESENTS
• MUSIC
The Haddens in 1972 were invited by French Chao K'ai-chi to visit the People’s Republic of China and the Communist “Red China,” and was hailed by the world press as the first performing artis­ent presentation since 1949. The unforgettable experience of Mr. Hadden in the Great Hall and his music was heard and admired for the Chinese dignitaries. It is sponsored jointly by the Notre Dame Music Department and the Office of Student Affairs.
Indianapolis (AP) -- A legislative study committee has approved a proposal to find out how much support to set aside for energy stamp programs in a manner similar to food stamps.

"We just don't have strong enough evidence," said Sen. James A. Gardner, the committee chairman said Wednesday.

Gardner is a Fowler Republican, said he was concerned about consumer group opposition and the lack of benefit to poor persons.

At an earlier hearing, Fritz Wicking of the Citizen's Energy Coalition said, the state had no direct subsidy to utilities. At Wednesday's hearing, the committee approved a plan that would set a low rate for every household, to be adjusted for electric consumption.

He called it a "life support system."

"In setting a permanent, lower ceiling for an annual amount of about 1,000 kilowatt hours of electricity per month," and charging higher rates for power used in excess of that limit, Wicking said.

He said that much electricity would cover the basics, such as heat, light and refrigeration.

"Energy stamps will further distribute the burden, he added, rather than providing any incentive for conservation.

He said that under existing rate structures, the more electricity a household used, the less it cost.

"The more people who use small amounts of electricity would have their overall bills lowered."

Those who use more than the lifetime amount would still benefit from the new program, he said.

Public Service Commission Chairman Larry Wallace opposed Wicking's plan. He said it would amount to a subsidy for the rich as well as the poor.

"Wallace said energy stamps were a better way to attack the problem.

Gardner said a final decision on how best to provide power for the poor would be made at the Oct. 15 meeting.

The committee voted to re­

Appointments being taken Sept. 24-26 for a College of Science representative to the Academic Council.

Any interested Science or Science - intent should submit his name and brief statement of purpose to the Science Council Nominating Committee.

c/o College of Science Office

REGAL LOUNGE & LANES

BAND THIS WEEKEND

"HIGH WATER"

OPEN BOWLING

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

1121 WEST 8TH ST - MISHAWAKA

PHONE 259-5209

"There are many pretty girls in the town. Women are al­

tways around me."

"I was silly for Frazier to get so upset. I was scared of him, that's all."

Rodale's Palmers
defeats Tigers

Baltimore (AP) -- Baltimore's Jim Palmer notched his 22nd victory, beating the De­

fense against Joe Frazier.

Frazier took the fight to the floor for avoiding the draft, then my re­

I don't know of any young man. black or white, who doesn't have a girl friend on the side," said Wickeying, who is the job.

It was silly for Frazier to do something about who you sleep with if you don't worry about who sleeps with me.

A girl always seems to come from a boy for 50 pesos (about $7), I wouldn't shoot a real pistol. Every­

time to chase loser Joe Cole­
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Mark McLane: Mr. Dependability

By Ernie Torriero

he leaves the left halfback spot with Ron Goodman. In a little over 80 minutes of action, he picked up 297 yards on 43 carries, scoring twice, "including once in the big Orange Bowl victory."

"I knew that I got a real shot in the chest and I really didn't realize that I had scored," said McLane of his touchdown against Alabama. "I don't know that I had to be helped up off the ground. I only felt good about the touchdown when I was in the locker room reflecting on the game."

For McLane, his first playing experience was a real thrill. "We had a solid offense, real well," Mark admitted. "The whole television was on us and I was back in the kick-off return spot I was standing all along with 80,000 people in the stands and 11 opponents staring down at me. It was then that I realized what it all meant. The full impact of what it's like playing at Notre Dame hit me."

Unlike many Notre Dame players, McLane came to Notre Dame from a small prep school located in one of the finest states in the union. At Salesianum High School in Wilmington, Mark led the Salesianum to the state championship his senior year, while being named to various all-state and All-American teams.

"I don't have a small-town complex," McLane countered. He played a representative schedule. It was an all-prep school and we did all right in football. We played a lot of teams in Pennsylvania and in the Mid-Atlantic area."

Mark seems to like the Devine offensive system a little bit better than the one practiced by Ara. "I'm not a speedy type of runner. "

"We had 215 or so minutes running," he explained. "I think the oudoors are easier to pick up. We use numbers instead of words to describe plays. But basically it really is the same system."

"It is midnight through the second quarter on Monday night September 15 and the Irish face a first down at midfield mark. Rick Slager wheels around and gives the ball back to halfback Mark McLane who carries his way down to the Boston College nine yard line. On the next play, McLane takes a Slager pitch out down to the four yard line. Four plays later, Dave Reeve kicks the field goal and the Irish have their first three points of the game."

After the game, the members of McGraw's aggregate around quarterback Slager. McLane is left to dress quietly, sometimes fielding a tired back Slager. McLane is left to dispose of the sportswriters."

"That doesn't really bother me," says the 6-1, 200 pound McLane. "I'm not a speedy type of runner. I'm more of a power back. Maybe since I am that type of runner I tend to be leady."

Coach Kuhlmann emphasized. "He is a good blocker, a real smart player and a runner that you can count on when you need the essential yardage."

Rick Slager, the offensive field general for the Irish, removes his coach's sentiments. "Mark is the kind of back that you look for in short yardage situations." Slager pointed out. "He is a very dependable back. One of the main reasons that our sweeps with Al Hunten are so successful is because we like to run that play over McLane's side. He's a real good blocker."

Last season McLane saw limited action as a reserve alternative. Delaware native, seems to fit that image quite well. "Mark is a very consistent football player," Coach Kuhlmann emphasized. "He is a good blocker, a real smart player and a runner that you can count on when you need the essential yardage."

New York (AP) - The New York University basketball team announced Thursday that they have made application for admission to the rival National Basketball Association. The Associated Press learned.

Further, the AP learned that the NBA is interested in having the two clubs join the league, an action if, it happens, will set off a series of bittter court suits from other ABA owners.

Sources described to the AP that "the matter could be fully applied.

Pep rally slated for Friday night

Dan Devine will be the featured speaker along with Ed Bauer and Jim Stock at Friday night's pep rally in Alumni Hall for the Northwestern game. The rally gets under way 8:30 with the band stepping off at 6-40 from Washington Field.

The band asks that all bikes parked on the side of walkways where the band will march be removed so that the Irish Guard isn't forced to remove them.
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